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Exercise 10 g)

Consider an insurance subsidy to insurers, i.e. each insurer receives

for each sold insurance a subsidy payment s. How high does s have

to be to ensure e�ciency?
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With the subsidy, the average costs of the insane are now given by
→

nen average cost
with subsidy

ÄÜ (i) = Acli) -s

In equilibrium
,
ACS (i) = WTP (i)

,
when i is the honest tgpewho bugs insureauce

.

To get efficiency, we want
i = 0.
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⇐) A-((o) - s ± 0--7 WTP ofotgpe
/plugin i-- O into WFP))

⇒ 800-(1+0) = S

⇐)
400 = S

To ensure efficiency, the Subsidg payment has to be 400
.



Exercise 10 h)

Consider an insurance mandate (without subsidies), i.e. everyone is

forced to buy an insurance contract. What is the equilibrium

insurance premium? Who will benefit from the mandate? Who will

lose out with the mandate?
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In equilibrium under pertect competition , insurauas will
make zero profits .

=) p
=

!
ACIO)

⇒ p = 400

Who benefit from the mandate ?

→ Everyone with a WTP of more than 400 benefit
.

Who is work off with the mandate ?

→ Everyone with a WTP of less than 400 is worsre off
.



Exercise 10 i)

Suppose insurers can now distinguish two groups: The people

i � 0.3 and the people i < 0.3. Assume that insurers are allowed

to o↵er di↵erent contracts to these two groups. Consequently,

there are now two separate markets. What is the equilibrium on

the ”high risk market”? What is the equilibrium on the ”low risk”

market? Is the new situation more or less e�cient than the one

considered in the previous subquestions? Who benefits from group

discrimination and who does not?
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In the equilibrium on the
"

high risk market
" ( i 20,3)

, everything is as before .

( Remember that only people in [0,338 ; 0,5] bought the Contract !

What Lappens on the
"
low risk

"

market ?

It one Typen i in LQQJ) bugs a Contract
, aargau in (i ; 0,3) will also Gay this contract

.

The new average costs for the Resonance in this low risk market are given by

für ( i) = 1600 . = 80010,3 + i)

In equilibrium : Acker (i) =p* = WTP/i)

=) 800 ( 0,3 + it) = 2000 :* - 400¥
'

⇒ 400 ¥
"

- 2000 :* + 800 it + 240 = 0

⇒ ¥2 - 3¥
+0,6=0-7

as we
took for a tgpe :* C- [D; 0,3)

⇒ it = 1,5 -052,25--0,7 = 0,215

⇒ on the low risk market
, everyone in [0,215 ; 0,3 ) bugs a Contract at premium 800 (0,7+0,215)*5=412 .



• this Situation is more effizient as more people are iusured

• people in [0,215 ; 0,3) benefit as they get an insarauce at a premium
below their WTP

• everyone Use its as well off as before



Exercise 10 j)

With the previous subquestion in mind, what happens if insurers

can identify people better? (For example, distinguish more and

more subgroups as in the previous subquestion.) What are the

consequences for welfare? Who benefits and who loses?
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more group
S : problem of aduerse Selection essentials disappears

,
as AC < WTF for all /neerlg all people

→ (alvost ) everyone bay$ insaraucee

⇒ welfare incoeases
, people in [0; 0,38] will benefit wmpaed to one group ,

but people in bisher gronps night lose

(for example those who are dose to 0,5 as they will beoffered a Kicker premium contract

than in the one group can)



Exercise 11

You work for a profit maximizing health insurer which recently
understood the problem of adverse selection. Your boss asks you
what to do to increase/maintain profits in light of the adverse
selection problem. What do you answer?
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Problem of adressen Selection : attraction of high risk consumer,

→ tailor insarauce plan toward healfhg people :

• bonus programs for e. g. fitness Courses
, . _

• payback part of the premium in Casa no are was werd

• maybe other partial Coverage
Contract

→ make it unatoautire for chronicle ill
and unfit people

• Signing insurauce Contract online / 3rd Hear without elevator

• build office in neighborhood with high socioeconomic Status/or advertiser erspecially there
• do not Cover Certain brands of mediation for Chronic diseases



The Rothschild- Stiglitz Model

Starling point : Jnsuoers are aware of the adressen Selection problem (people that bug nsurauces tgpically have higher risks)

Main idea : Jnsurers Her a menu of contract (Coverage -premium pairs) that are designed in such a way that

different risk types Self -Select into the Contract designed for them

> The RS -Model analyse, how there contract are designed
in the simple cage of two possible risk types

(high + low)

p

The Players: Jnsurauces
, High risktypes

,
Low risk types

Jnsurauas : Want to make profits (but will make zero profit dato perfect competition assumption) >
q

> Their zero - isoprofit - eines indicator which Contract are profitabel for them

ldependiug on the Hype buyiug the Contract)

High -1 Low risk types : Want to get the best possible
contract (higher Coverage + lower price)

→ Their iudifterence ceerves indicate which Contract they pater over other ContractS


